Selectin-deficiency reduces the number of spontaneous metastases in a xenograft model of human breast cancer.
Metastasis formation is a complex process still poorly understood. Previous work in a colon cancer xenograft model showed that E(ndothelial) and P(latelet) selectins mediate spontaneous metastasis to the lungs. To investigate the functional role of selectins in breast cancer, human DU4475 breast cancer cells were injected subcutaneously into pfp-/-rag2-/- mice and in all their selectin-deficient variants (EP-/-, E-/- and P-/-). Pfp-/-rag2-/- mice as well as all their selectin-deficient variants developed primary tumours and spontaneous metastases. Compared with the wild-type mice, disseminated tumours cells were significantly lower (74% reduction, P=0.046) in the bone marrow of selectin-deficient mice. Pfp-/-rag2-/- mice developed significantly higher numbers of lung metastases (6644.83±741.77) than the E-/- (4053.33±112.58; P=0.002) and the EP-/- pfp-/-rag2-/- mice (4665.65±754.50; P<0.001). The results indicate that E- and P-selectins play a role in spontaneous metastasis formation both into bone marrow and lungs. However, spontaneous metastasis was not completely abrogated, hence additional cell adhesion molecules must be involved in the metastatic spread.